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Narrow stellar streams in the Milky Way halo are uniquely sensitive to dark-matter subhalos, but
many of these subhalos may be tidally disrupted. I calculate the interaction between stellar and
dark-matter streams using analytical and N -body calculations, showing that disrupting objects can
be detected as low-concentration subhalos. Through this effect, we can constrain the lumpiness of
the halo as well as the orbit and present position of individual dark-matter streams. This will have
profound implications for the formation of halos and for direct and indirect-detection dark-matter
searches.
Introduction—One of the key predictions of the cold-
dark matter paradigm is that the extended dark-matter
halos of galaxies contain a large amount of small-scale
structure in the form of subhalos [1]. At the high-mass
end of the subhalo spectrum, this structure is visible in
the form of dwarf galaxies [2]. But if dark matter is
truly cold, the mass spectrum should extend well below
the halo mass scale where baryons can condense and form
stars and below the scales constrained by the Ly-α forest
(M & 3 × 108 M; [3]). An observational determina-
tion of the subhalo mass spectrum to well below 109 M
would provide one of the most important astrophysical
constraints on the nature of dark matter.
In our own Milky Way galaxy, one of the most promis-
ing methods for detecting low-mass dark-matter subhalos
is through their effects on cold stellar streams in the halo
[4–6]. Cold stellar streams form when a globular cluster
in the halo gets tidally disrupted; mass loss at pericen-
tric passages is deposited into orbits with slightly higher
and lower orbital energies, leading to narrow leading and
trailing arms [7]. Many examples of such streams are now
known from wide-area photometric surveys [8, 9]. The
kinematical coldness of tidal streams makes them sensi-
tive to the influence of subhalos with masses . 108 M.
Dynamical modeling of the smooth stream itself [10, 11]
and of the impact of subhalos [12, 13] has been shown to
be able to detect and characterize subhalos with masses
down to 107 M with Gaia and LSST [14].
While many of the dark-matter subhalos are expected
to survive as separate entities, some of them, especially
the more massive ones within a few tens of kpc from the
Galactic center, may be in the process of being tidally dis-
rupted in a similar manner as the globular clusters [15].
If this is the case, a null detection of the expected cold-
dark-matter mass spectrum at M . 109 M could be
misconstrued as evidence against cold dark matter. On
the more positive side, if a significant fraction of the dark
matter in the solar neighborhood is coherent in velocity
space, annual modulation in dark-matter direct-detection
experiments may be enhanced [16, 17] and dark matter in
models with high minimum scattering thresholds would
be easier to detect [18, 19]. A determination of the frac-
tion of dark-matter subhalos that are in the process of
tidal disruption is therefore crucial for future astrophys-
ical and direct-detection experiments into the nature of
dark matter.
In this Letter, I compute the impact of dark-matter
streams—formed from subhalos that are in the process
of being tidally disrupted—on stellar streams. The kine-
matical coldness of stellar streams makes them excel-
lent probes of this scenario. The interaction between a
dark-matter and a stellar stream is more extended than
that between a surviving subhalo and a stellar stream,
and therefore a larger part of the stream is affected by
the interaction. This implies that dark-matter streams
will most easily be detected in convential analyses (i.e.,
which assume a surviving subhalo) as detections with
subhalo parameters that imply anomalously low concen-
trations. The extended interaction, however, also causes
the impulse approximation—which is typically accurate
for subhalo–stream interactions—to break down and I
demonstrate that large velocity kicks can occur, even for
very extended dark-matter tidal tails, for which the cross
section is high. The breakdown of the impulse approx-
imation also opens up the possibility that we can infer
the orbit and current location of individual, entirely-dark
subhalos.
Impulse approximation—The interaction between a
stellar stream and a surviving dark-matter subhalo is
typically well described using the impulse approximation
[13, 20]. In this approximation, both the subhalo and
the stream are approximated as moving on a straight
line at the time of closest approach; the interaction is
modeled as an instantaneous velocity kick along the stel-
lar stream. We can calculate the interaction between
a dark-matter and stellar stream in a similar manner,
approximating the dark-matter stream as a set of Plum-
mer spheres [21] for which the interaction with the stel-
lar stream can be computed analytically. Using the same
setup as in Ref. [12], where the stellar stream moves
along the y axis with velocity vy and the dark-matter
moves with velocity (−w⊥ sinα,wy, w⊥ cosα) through
the point of closest approach at (b cosα, 0, b sinα), the
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Figure 1. Interaction between a stream on a circular orbit
at 10 kpc in the x− y plane moving at 220 km s−1 anticlock-
wise with a dark-matter stream with a total mass of 108 M
moving at (0, 132, 176) km s−1, making a closest approach at
625 pc from (x, y) = (10, 0) kpc (the setup of Figure 1 in Ref.
[13]). The interaction is computed in the impulse approxima-
tion of Equations (1), assuming uniform dGM/dt for different
stream lengths and rs(t) = 625 pc. The curve labeled as ‘halo,
no arms’ has all of the mass in a single Plummer sphere; that
labeled as ‘halo+2 kpc arms’ has half of the mass in a stream
and half in a single Plummer halo. An interaction with a
stream rather than a surviving subhalo has a lower ampli-
tude, but affects a much larger part of the stellar stream.
velocity kicks along the stream are
∆vy = −
∫
dt
dGM
dt
w2⊥y˜(t)
w ([b2 + r2s(t)]w
2 + w2⊥y˜(t)2)
,
(1)
∆vx/z = 2
∫
dt
dGM
dt
bw2 cos[sin]α± y˜(t)w⊥w‖ sin[cos]α
w ([b2 + r2s(t)]w
2 + w2⊥y˜(t)2)
,
where y˜(t) = y − vyt .
In these expressions, w‖ = vy − wy, w =
√
w2⊥ + w
2
‖,
and dGM/dt is the mass of the Plummer sphere with
scale radius rs(t) that passes through the point of closest
approach at time t; choose the sin and cos in brackets
and the minus sign for ∆vz. This expression assumes that
the velocity kicks arising from different parts of the dark-
matter stream add linearly, which is a good assumption
for the small kicks from M . 109 M subhalos.
As discussed in Ref. [12], the overall amplitude of the
kick of a single Plummer sphere is primarily set by the
mass. The extent ∆y over which the kicks are significant
is set by the scale radius rs and the impact parameter b.
It is clear from the expressions in Equations (1) that if the
dark-matter stream has a length L that is short compared
to ∆y in the sense that vyL/
√
w2⊥ + w2y < ∆y, then the
interaction is similar to that with a single subhalo. Be-
cause the two stream velocities are generically similar,
this is only the case for dark-matter streams that are not
much longer than rs, i.e., very early in the disruption
process. For longer dark-matter streams, the interaction
will be softened as the various parts of the leading and
trailing tails of the dark-matter stream typically produce
kicks in opposite directions. The net effect is to reduce
the amplitude of the velocity kick below that from a sur-
viving subhalo, while simultaneously acting over a larger
part of the stellar stream. This is illustrated in Figure 1.
It is straightforward to generalize the impulse approxi-
mation in the previous paragraph to take into account
the curved nature of the stellar stream (cf. Ref. [13]).
This can be efficiently done by moving the stream along
an orbit to compute the velocities of the stream segments
over the time interval of the interaction.
N -body simulations—To investigate the interaction
between two streams in further detail, I use N -body
simulations to compute the full, non-linear interac-
tion. The setup of these simulations is as in Ref.
[13]. A mock stellar stream is generated by evolv-
ing a King cluster [22] of 105 M with W0 = 5
and a core radius of 13 pc represented with 105 par-
ticles for 10.125 kpc/( km s−1) (≈ 10 Gyr) in a log-
arithmic host potential with a circular velocity of
220 km s−1 and a potential flattening of 0.9. This
mock stellar stream sustains a direct hit by dark-matter
streams at (X,Y, Z) = (−13.5, 2.84,−1.84) kpc moving
at (vx, vy, vz) = (6.82, 132.77, 149.42) km s
−1, generated
by evolving a Plummer sphere with M = 108 M and
rs = 625 pc (using 10
5 particles) for 125 pc/( km s−1),
250 pc/( km s−1), and 500 pc/( km s−1). The dark-
matter and stellar streams are evolved together for
250 pc/( km s−1) (≈ 250 Myr) starting 125 pc/( km s−1)
before the direct-impact time (defined as the time at
which the progenitor dark-matter subhalo would have di-
rectly hit the stellar stream), to be able to study the in-
teraction in a clean manner. All N -body simulations are
run using gyrfalcON and NEMO [23, 24]. These N -body
simulations are demonstrated in Figure 2.
I compute the velocity kicks in the N -body simula-
tions by backwards-orbit-integration using galpy [25] of
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Figure 2. N -body simulations of the interaction between a dark-matter (DM) and globular-cluster (GC) stellar stream. The
stellar stream is shown at the point of closest approach between the stream and the dark-matter progenitor. The dark-matter is
displayed 125 pc/( km s−1) (≈ 125 Myr) before and 125 pc/( km s−1) after the interaction, which is the time interval over which
the DM and GC streams are evolved together. The orbit of the dark-matter progenitor during this time is given in red. Three
different dark-matter streams are generated by letting the dark-matter disrupt for different amounts of time. In the simulation
on the left, the DM stream is only starting to form, in the middle panel a long DM stream is in the process of forming, and on
the right the DM subhalo is fully disrupted, but still forms a coherent stream.
the stellar-stream particles after the interaction in the
host potential and comparing the velocity with that of
the particles in a simulation of the stellar stream with
the same initial conditions, but without the dark-mater
subhalo. These velocity kicks are displayed in Figure 3
as a function of angle along the stream. Compared to
the kicks from an interaction with a surviving subhalo
on the same orbit as the dark-matter stream, which peak
at ≈ (0.4, 0.4, 1.8) km s−1 in (vx, vy, vz) and are approx-
imately zero by |θ‖| = 1, it is clear that the kicks are
smaller and act over a more extended part of the stream,
in agreement with the considerations based on the im-
pulse approximation above. Interestingly, the kicks in vx
are larger than that for the surviving-subhalo interaction,
with a similar amplitude for streams of different lengths.
To understand the dynamics in the N -body simula-
tion further, I estimate the amount of stream mass pass-
ing through the impact point as a function of time, by
analyzing the dark-matter stream in action-angle coordi-
nates (cf. Ref. [10]). I then compute the kicks using the
impulse approximation above, accounting for the move-
ment of the stellar stream during the interaction. The
motions of the particles in the most diffuse stream are
consistent with being test particles in the host potential,
but for the dark-matter streams that are still in the pro-
cess of tidal disruption I add a small contribution from a
single Plummer sphere to represent the remnant subhalo.
The resulting kicks are displayed as dashed lines in Fig-
ure 3. While the impulse approximation works well for
vy and vz for the shorter two streams, it fails for the most
diffuse stream and for all streams for vx. The solid lines
show kicks computed by representing each dark-matter
stream with a random subsample of 300 particles, mod-
eled as Plummer spheres with rs = 10 pc and computing
the kicks from each of these 300 interactions indepen-
dently using orbit integration in the host+Plummer po-
tential. For the two shortest streams I again add small
contributions from a subhalo remnant. It is clear that
this approximation to the kicks matches the full N -body
kicks in all dimensions well, even at large offsets from
the impact point. This demonstrates that the impulse
approximation breaks down because the orbital motion
of the dark-matter stream is important, rather than due
to the non-linear contributions from different parts of the
stream.
Dark-matter subhalos are more realistically repre-
sented as NFW spheres [26] rather than Plummer
spheres. To determine whether the effects discussed
above are different for NFW halos, I have repeated the
simulations above, but modeling the dark-matter halos
as NFW halos with M = 108 M, rs = 900 pc, and a
tidal truncation radius of 2 kpc (chosen to be similar to
subhalos in the Via Lactea-2 simulation [27] in the mass
and radial range considered here). The particle data for
this NFW halo is sampled using the method of Ref. [28].
These NFW DM halos disrupt and form tidal tails of
almost the same length and width as those in the Plum-
mer simulation above, and the effect on the GC stream
is qualitatively the same.
Discussion—Stellar streams within tens of kpc from
the Galactic center typically encounter a few subhalos
with masses of 108 to 109 M [20]. Many of these may
be in the process of tidal disruption and give rise to veloc-
ity kicks along the stellar streams similar to those in Fig-
ures 1 and 3. These kicks affect a larger part of the stream
and are slightly lower in amplitude. In standard analy-
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Figure 3. Velocity kicks computed from the three N -body simulations shown in Figure 2—‘disruption start’ from the left
panel, ‘disrupting’ from the middle panel, and ‘fully disrupted’ from the right panel—represented as dots compared to two
approximations. The kicks are shown as a function of the parallel angle coordinate θ‖ along the stream with respect to the
impact point in action-angle coordinates [10]; the range in θ‖ shown spans almost the entire trailing arm of the stellar stream.
The breakdown of the impulse approximation for the diffuse stream and for all streams in vx demonstrates that the full orbital
path of the stream is responsible for the observed kicks.
ses of the impact of subhalos on stellar streams [13, 14],
both of these effects will lead to inferred (M, rs) with
anomalously-low concentrations compared to the cold-
dark-matter prediction. This will be the telltale sign that
the stellar stream has been hit by a dark-matter stream
rather than a surviving subhalo. From the N -body sim-
ulations above, diffuse streams can give substantial kicks
for at least ≈ 0.5 Gyr, so the probability of catching a
dark-matter halo in the act of disrupting is high.
Analyses of the kinematics of stellar streams (cf. [14])
can therefore determine the prevalence of dark-matter
streams in the Milky Way halo. Many additional stel-
lar streams within tens of kpc are expected to be found
soon using data from Gaia [29] and we will therefore soon
have plenty of potential targets for a dark-matter-stream
search. Such a measurement would have profound impli-
cations for dark-matter direct-detection experiments [16]
and would provide an important constraint on the forma-
tion of halos in the hierarchical cosmological framework.
The N -body simulations above demonstrate that stel-
lar streams are uniquely sensitive to the full orbital
path of dark-matter streams. This is unlike the case
of subhalo–stream interactions, which are typically well
modeled using the impulse approximation. In this ap-
proximation, the velocity kicks remain the same when the
mass of the perturber and the relative fly-by velocity are
changed by the same factor [14]. Computing the kicks for
a simulation like the “disrupting” case in Figure 3, but
with the mass and relative fly-by velocity scaled down
by half, I find velocity kicks that are different in ampli-
tude and width by 50 %, while these can be measured
to ≈ 10 % from Gaia and LSST data (cf. Ref. [14]),
and the full orbit of the dark-matter stream could thus
be precisely constrained. If a likely dark-matter stream
from a recently disrupted subhalo is detected as discussed
above, detailed observations of the kinematics along the
stellar stream may therefore reveal the full orbital path
and present position of a dark subhalo. Such an object
would be a tantalizing target for indirect dark-matter de-
tection experiments.
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